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A simple model—the single-configuration perturbation theory—has traditionally been used to explain the
main features of the multiexcitonic spectra of quantum dots, where an electron and a hole recombine in the
presence of other Ne − 1 electrons and Nh − 1 holes. The model predicts the 共Nh , Ne兲 values for which such
spectra consist of a single line or multiple lines and whether singlet lines of different 共Nh , Ne兲 values are
energetically aligned. Here we use a nonperturbative, correlated approach that shows when such simple rules
work and when they fail, thereby establishing a basis for the appropriate use of such rules.
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The remarkable ability to charge semiconductor quantum
dots 共QDs兲 by a few electrons or holes and observe multiexciton emission lines1–5 has provided direct fingerprints of
many-particle physics in confined spaces.4 Loading Nh holes
and Ne electrons into a QD creates neutral excitons 共if Nh
= Ne兲 or charged excitons 共if Nh ⫽ Ne兲. Radiative recombination of one electron with one hole in the presence of Nh − 1
and Ne − 1 “spectator” carriers results in a multiexcitonic
emission spectrum consisting generally of a few lines. This
unique effect is not usually seen in colloidal QDs, where
efficient nonradiative Auger recombination of multiexcitons
prevents radiative emission.6
The basic features of multiexcitonic spectra have been
generally interpreted using “single-configuration perturbation theory” 共SCPT兲, i.e., by neglecting correlation effects.7
In this approach one determines the spectroscopic features by
considering only a single configuration 共an assignment of
electron and hole occupations to electron and hole levels兲 for
the initial and the final states. This widely used perturbative
approach results in two remarkable predictions: first, it predicts for which 共Nh , Ne兲 multiexciton system the emission
spectrum will consist of a single line 共“singlet”兲 or multiple
lines 共“multiplet”兲. Second, it predicts when single lines of
different 共Nh , Ne兲 multiexciton systems will align energetically 共“hidden symmetry”兲.5 Here we use a general nonperturbative configuration-interaction 共CI兲 calculation, based on
atomistic pseudopotential wave functions, to determine the
range of validity of SCPT general rules. We find that when
obeyed these rules are largely independent of the detailed
morphology of the dot. We identify cases where the rules are
violated because correlation effects sufficiently modify the
wave functions so as to alter the number and alignment of
the lines. This study provides a basis for the appropriate use
of the SCPT rules.
The single-configuration perturbation theory approach.
Figure 1 illustrates the expressions for the excitonic recombination energies within the SCPT approximation in terms of
the repulsive Coulomb electron-electron 共Jes,es, Jes,ep, Jep,ep,
etc.兲 and hole-hole 共Jhs,hs, Jhs,hp, Jhp,hp, etc.兲 energies, as well
as the attractive Coulomb electron-hole 共Jes,hs, Jes,hp, Jep,hs,
etc.兲 energies, where s and p denote orbital character, e is
electron, and h is hole. Contributions from electron-electron
and hole-hole exchange energies 共Kes,ep, Kes,ep2, Khs,hp,
1098-0121/2009/79共12兲/121307共4兲

Khs,hp2, etc.兲 are also given in Fig. 1. In this simple SCPT
approach one neglects spin-orbit coupling as well as
electron-hole exchange energies since Ke,h Ⰶ Ke,e; Kh,h.5,8,9
Furthermore, one neglects correlation effects that would allow different configurations to couple. The SCPT also assumes “Aufbau” occupation of electron and hole levels in the
initial state.
The SCPT approximation leads to two general predictions: first, the “perturbation theory singlet/multiplet”
共PTSM兲 rule, which determines when a 共Nh , Ne兲 → 共Nh
− 1 , Ne − 1兲 multiexcitonic spectrum will consist of a single
dominant line 共singlet兲 or will exhibit a manifold of lines
共multiplet兲. The PTSM rule states that if in the final state
there is a maximum of one partially occupied hole and one
partially occupied electron level, then the 共Nh , Ne兲 → 共Nh
− 1 , Ne − 1兲 spectrum will consist of a single line; otherwise
multiple lines are expected. Figure 1 illustrates this prediction for several 共Nh , Ne兲 → 共Nh − 1 , Ne − 1兲 transitions by indicating in each panel the term SCPT= singlet or SCPT
= multiplet. For example, the final state of the 共4 , 4兲
→ 共3 , 3兲 transition can have one partially occupied
P-electron level and one partially occupied P-hole level
共Pe − Ph recombination channel兲 or one partially occupied
S-electron level and one partially occupied S-hole level
共Se − Sh recombination channel兲. According to the PTSM
rule, both Se − Sh and Pe − Ph recombination channels will
consist of a single line. Applying this rule predicts singlet
spectra for 共1 , 1兲 → 共0 , 0兲, 共2 , 2兲 → 共1 , 1兲, 共4 , 4兲 → 共3 , 3兲, and
共6 , 6兲 → 共5 , 5兲 共S channel兲; and for 共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲, 共4 , 4兲
→ 共3 , 3兲, and 共6 , 6兲 → 共5 , 5兲 共P channel兲.10 Multiplets are expected for 共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲 and 共5 , 5兲 → 共4 , 4兲 共S channel兲, and
for 共5 , 5兲 → 共4 , 4兲 共P channel兲.
Second, the expressions shown in Fig. 1 suggest a “perturbation theory peak alignment” 共PTPA兲 rule: under welldefined approximations all singlet transition energies for different 共Nh , Ne兲 → 共Nh − 1 , Ne − 1兲 spectra will align. For
example, in the SCPT approximation the 共2 , 2兲 → 共1 , 1兲 transition energy equals the 共1 , 1兲 → 共0 , 0兲 transition energy plus
a correction term 共Jes,es + Jhs,hs兲 − 2Jes,hs reflecting the balance
between Coulomb repulsion of like carriers and Coulomb
attraction of unlike carriers. If this term vanishes the 共2 , 2兲
→ 共1 , 1兲 and 共1 , 1兲 → 共0 , 0兲 singlets will align. This would be
the case, e.g., if the electron wave functions were the same as
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Se &Sh
0
∆E3X→2X
= ∆EX→GS
+ (Jes ,es + Jes ,ep + Jhs ,hs +
Jhs ,hp ) − (2Jes ,hs + Jep ,hs + Jes ,hp ) + [Kes ,ep +
Khs ,hp ± (0, Kes ,ep ) ± (0, Khs ,hp )]

Pe &Ph
= (ep − hp ) + 2(Jes ,ep + Jhs ,hp ) − (Jep ,hp +
∆E3X→2X
2Jes ,hp + 2Jep ,hs ) + (Kes ,ep + Khs ,hp )

Se &Sh
0
∆E4X→3X
= ∆EX→GS
+ (Jes ,es + 2Jes ,ep + Jhs ,hs +
2Jhs ,hp ) − (2Jes ,hs + 2Jep ,hs + 2Jes ,hp ) +
(Kes ,ep + Khs ,hp )

Pe &Ph
Pe &Ph
∆E4X→3X
= ∆E3X→2X
+ (Jep ,ep + Jhp ,hp ) − 2Jep ,hp

Se &Sh
0
∆E5X→4X
= ∆EX→GS
+ (Jes ,es + 2Jes ,ep + Jes ,ep2 +
Jhs ,hs + 2Jhs ,hp + Jhs ,hp2 ) − (2Jes ,hs + 2Jep ,hs +
2Jes ,hp + Jes ,hp2 + Jep2 ,hs ) + [Kes ,ep + Kes ,ep2 +
Khs ,hp + Khs ,hp2 ± (0, Kes ,ep2 ) ± (0, Khs ,hp2 )]

Pe &Ph
Pe &Ph
∆E5X→4X
= ∆E3X→2X
+ (Jep ,ep + Jep ,ep2 + Jhp ,hp +
Jhp ,hp2 ) − (2Jep ,hp + Jep ,hp2 + Jep2 ,hp ) +
[Kep ,ep2 + Khp ,hp2 ± (0, Kep ,ep2 ) ± (0, Khp ,hp2 )]

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Excitonic recombination energies in the SCPT approximation in terms of electron-electron 共e-e兲, hole-hole 共h-h兲,
electron-hole Coulomb energies 共Jes,es, Jes,ep, Jhs,hs, Jes,hs, etc.兲, and e-e and h-h exchange energies 共Kes,ep, Khs,hp, etc.兲 under the assumption
that spin-orbit coupling is negligible. The predictions of the PTSM are compared with those of CI.

the hole wave functions, i.e., S-electron orbital equals S-hole
orbital, P-electron orbital equals P-hole orbital, etc. In the
context of the Pe − Ph channel, this rule was described previously by Bayer et al.5 and by Hawrylak8 and was referred to
as hidden symmetries. The hidden-symmetry rules were
originally derived under rather stringent conditions of 共i兲
transitions from and to orbitally degenerate shells 共e.g., P
and D shells兲 and 共ii兲 identical e-e and e-h and h-h interactions Vee = Vhh = Veh.5,8
In this work we wish to establish the extent to which the
simple PTSM and PTPA rules that emerge from SCPT approximation are borne out by a higher level theory that includes correlation between different configurations. We further discuss the universality of these rules in terms of their
dependence on the detailed morphology of the dot.
To this end we calculated the multiexcitonic spectra using
a method7,11 that goes beyond simple counting of interactions: For the assumed size, shape, and composition of a QD
we first relax the atomic position 兵Ri,␣其 via the valence force
field method,12 and construct the total pseudopotential of the

system V共r兲 by superposing the atomic 共pseudo兲potentials
centered at the atomic equilibrium positions for ⬃2 ⫻ 106
atoms: V共r兲 = 兺i,␣v␣共r-Ri,␣兲. The Hamiltonian −1 / 2ⵜ2
+ V共r兲 + Vso 共where Vso is the nonlocal spin-orbit interaction兲
is diagonalized in a basis 兵n,⑀,共k兲其 of Bloch bands, of band
index n and wave vector k, for material  共InAs and
GaAs兲.11 Multiexciton complexes are calculated using the CI
method.7,13 Slater determinants are constructed from s, p,
and d electron and hole orbitals 共well separated in energy
from remaining dot-confined states兲, which give 12 electron
and 12 hole single-particle states 共counting spin兲. No symmetry constraints are imposed to these basis states. Coulomb
and exchange integrals are computed numerically from the
pseudopotential single-particle orbitals. The screening function for these integrals contains an ionic and an electronic
component that exhibit a smooth transition from unscreened
at short range to screened at long range. Emission spectra are
calculated using Fermi’s golden rule applied to CI states;
configuration mixing in the initial and final states leads to
variations in energetic positions and intensities of the emisFIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Calculated
emission spectra of a lens-shaped
In0.6Ga0.4As/ GaAs QD, with 2R
= 25 nm and h = 3.5 nm for different
exciton occupations. Energies are
given relative to the monoexciton energy, E0X = 1.255eV. Gray dashed lines
show the position of the 共1 , 1兲
→ 共0 , 0兲 monoexciton peak and the
position of the Pe − Ph 共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲
peak. Measured peak positions in the
high excitation PL spectra of Ref. 5
are represented by blue open symbols
given relative to the measured monoexciton energy, E0X = 1.28 eV.
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RULES OF PEAK MULTIPLICITY AND PEAK ALIGNMENT…

TABLE I. Peak misalignment for S- and P-recombination
channels of five QD structures 共see top of Fig. 4兲. ⌬Se−Sh共i , i − 1兲
Se&Sh
− ⌬EX→GS,
= ⌬EiX→共i−1兲X

and

Pe&Ph
⌬ Pe−Ph共i , i − 1兲 = ⌬EiX→共i−1兲X

Pe&Ph
− ⌬E3X→2X
. Last two columns show P shell splitting of electrons
共␦e p兲 and holes 共␦h p兲. Energies are given in meV.

Model dots
Lens-1
Dot A
Dot B
Dot C
Lens-2

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Se − Sh recombination spectra of 共a兲 共3,3兲
multiexciton, 共b兲 共4,4兲, 共c兲 共3,4兲, and 共d兲 共4,3兲 multiexcitons, calculated using SCPT 共blue dashed curve兲 and configuration interaction
关CI共nh , ne兲兴 depending on number of hole 共nh兲 and electron 共ne兲
states included in the calculations.

sion lines. We first concentrate on flat dots with cylindrically
symmetric shape: In0.6Ga0.4As/ GaAs lens-shaped QD with
diameter 25 nm and height of 3.5 nm sitting on a 2 ML
wetting layer 共a range of other shapes is considered below兲.
The calculated multiexcitonic emission spectra are shown in
Fig. 2. Measured peak positions in the high excitation PL
spectra of Ref. 5 are represented by blue open symbols 共dark
gray inverted triangles兲; our results are seen to be in good
agreement with the experimental data. Next, we observe that
the simple SCPT indeed explains many of the results of the
complex calculation. Figure 1 indicates below the PTSM
designation also the CI designation, describing the result of
the full calculation.
The singlet/multiplet rule. We find that the PTSM rule is
obeyed by all of the P-channel transitions and by the 共1 , 1兲
→ 共0 , 0兲, 共2 , 2兲 → 共1 , 1兲, 共5 , 5兲 → 共4 , 4兲, and 共6 , 6兲 → 共5 , 5兲
S-channel transitions. There are three exceptions in the case
of the S-recombination channel.
共i兲 The PTSM rule predicts a multiplet, but the CI calculation shows a dominant peak: this is the case, for example,
of the 共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲 emission spectrum. Figure 3共a兲 shows
the Se − Sh recombination spectra of the 共3,3兲 multiexciton
calculated using SCPT and CI. In the SCPT approximation
the initial state has two electrons in the S level and one in the
P level 共the same for the holes兲, so the ground state is:
GS
= hs2h1pes2e1p. The final state in the Se − Sh recombination
⌽共3,3兲
channel has one electron 共hole兲 in the S orbital and one in the
P orbital: ⌽共2,2兲 = hs1h1pes1e1p. CI introduces mixing of different
configurations. We find that the initial many-particle state of
GS
character
the 共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲 emission has a dominant ⌽共3,3兲
共⬃80% weight兲, while the final state is mostly ⌽共2,2兲 共60%
weight兲. Configuration mixing leads to one dominant peak
compared to the SCPT case, as seen in Fig. 3共a兲. The ratio
between the areas of two most pronounced peaks is 1.78 in

⌬ Pe−Ph

⌬Se−Sh
共2,1兲

共3,2兲

共6,5兲

共4,3兲

共6,5兲

−1.17
−1.6
−1.5
−1.6
−1.0

−0.6
−1.3
−1.5
−1.5
−0.8

−12.4
−12.9
−12.7
−12.7
−10.8

0.4
−0.9
−0.9
−0.9
−0.5

−0.5
−0.5
−2.0
−2.6
−1.2

␦e p

␦h p

2.4
3.3
8.9
8.2
1.0

4.4
0.4
2.4
3.2
0.9

the SCPT, while it increases to 4.02 in the CI with a 共12,6兲
basis set and 3.98 with a 共12,12兲 basis set.
共ii兲 The PTSM rule predicts a singlet, but CI calculations
show a multiplet: this is the case, for example, of the 共4 , 4兲
→ 共3 , 3兲 emission spectrum. Figure 3共b兲 shows the Se − Sh
recombination spectrum of the 共4,4兲 multiexciton, calculated
using SCPT and CI. According to the PTSM rule, this transition should be a singlet 关blue dashed curve in Fig. 3共b兲兴.
The CI calculation, however, shows several peaks of weak
intensity. The intensity attenuation is a consequence of the
heavily mixed final CI state. The dominant configuration in
the final state is indeed ⌽共3,3兲 = hs1h2pes1e2p, but its contribution
to the correlated wave function is only 20%.
共iii兲 The PTSM rule predicts a multiplet, but CI calculations show that the multiplet is actually washed out: this is
the case of the Se − Sh recombination spectrum of the negatively charged multiexciton 共3,4兲, as shown in Fig. 3共c兲. According to the PTSM rule the 共3 , 4兲 → 共2 , 3兲 emission spectrum should have multiple peaks because there are two
partially occupied hole levels in the final state. We find instead that the peaks are suppressed by correlation. The reason for the attenuation of the intensity is the same as in case
共ii兲: the final state is heavily mixed, and although the contriGS
= hs1h1pes1e2p is the largest inbution of the configuration ⌽共2,3兲
dividually, it is still not the overall dominant configuration.
Surprisingly, in the analogous case of the 共4,3兲 positively
charged multiexciton there is no attenuation of the emission
peaks as both SCPT and CI predict two strong peaks 关Fig.
3共d兲兴. This peculiar result reflects electron-hole asymmetry, a
consequence of the lattice asymmetry, strain field, band mixing, intervalley mixing, and spin-orbit interaction.
The peak alignment rule. We see from the CI calculation
in Fig. 2 that for this particular dot the energies of many of
the 共Nh , Ne兲 singlets approximately align. Examples include
for the Se − Sh recombination channel 共1 , 1兲 → 共0 , 0兲 and
共2 , 2兲 → 共1 , 1兲; and for the Pe − Ph recombination channel
共3 , 3兲 → 共2 , 2兲, 共4 , 4兲 → 共3 , 3兲, and 共6 , 6兲 → 共5 , 5兲. Remarkably, this alignment exists even when transitions do not occur
from and to orbitally degenerate shells 共as required by the
hidden-symmetry rule5兲, e.g., there is singlet alignment in the
Se − Sh channel or in the P channel of real structures 共see last
two columns in Table I兲 where P shells are never degenerate.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 S- and P-recombination channels of
共3 , 4兲 → 共2 , 3兲 multiexcitonic transition for five different QD structures, with shape, base length 共b兲, height 共h兲, and composition
关X共In兲兴 as shown in top panel. Figs. 1–3 correspond to Lens-1.

Also, the e-e, h-h, and e-h interactions do not have to be
identical to create alignment because of an approximate cancellation of different terms 共see expressions in Fig. 1兲. However, there are also exceptions to the peak-alignment rule;
most notably, the singlet 共6 , 6兲 → 共5 , 5兲 in the S channel does
not align with 共1 , 1兲 → 共0 , 0兲.
Dependence of the PTSM and PTPA rules on dot structure. It is natural to enquire if the PTSM and PTPA rules
depend on the detailed morphology of the dot or if they are
general rules. For this purpose we have constructed several
model dots representing a broad range of possibilities, as
shown at the top of Fig. 4. 共i兲 Structural dependence vs universality of the PTSM rule: for the Pe − Ph recombination
channel, the rule correctly predicts singlets vs multiplets for
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